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Optical-phased arrays (OPAs) enable complex beamforming, random-access beam pointing, and simultaneous scan and
tracking of multiple targets by controlling the phases of two-dimensional (2D) coherent emitters. So far, no OPA can
achieve all desirable features including large 2D arrays, high optical efficiency, wideband operation in wavelengths, fast
response time, and large steering angles at the same time. Here, we report on a large-scale 2D OPA with novel microelectro-mechanical-system (MEMS)-actuated phase shifters. Wavelength-independent phase shifts are realized by physically moving a grating element in the lateral direction. The OPA has 160 × 160 independent phase shifters across an
aperture of 3.1 mm × 3.2 mm. It has a measured beam divergence of 0.042° × 0.031°, a field of view (FOV) of 6.6° × 4.4°,
and a response time of 5.7 μs. It is capable of providing about 25,600 rapidly steerable spots within its FOV. The
grating phase shifters are optimized for the near-infrared telecom wavelength bands from 1200 to 1700 nm with
85% optical efficiency. © 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.6.000557

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical-phased arrays (OPAs) enable electronic steering of optical
beams. By customizing the optical phases of individual emitters in
a two-dimensional (2D) array, versatile beamforming functions
such as random-access beam pointing, independent scanning of
multiple beams, and simultaneous scanning and tracking of targets can be realized, similar to the phased-array radars or synthetic
apertures in the microwave regime. They are compact, robust,
agile, and can be scaled to large apertures for longer reach.
They have wide applications including light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [1–3], free-space optical communications (FSOC)
[4], optical switches [5,6], holographic displays [7,8], and threedimensional brain imaging [9]. One-dimensional (1D) OPAs
have been formed by integrating phase modulators in linear arrays
of waveguides. They were first reported in lithium tantalite [10]
and GaAs [11] waveguides and recently extended to silicon photonic-integrated circuits [12–14], in which pixel-wise modulation
of phase and amplitude is possible [14]. Scanning in the second
axis was achieved by using a widely tunable laser source in conjunction with grating couplers. However, it does not have the
benefits of OPA. Moreover, the association of beam-pointing
direction with wavelength is not desirable for coherent FSOC,
optical switching, holographic display, or optogenetics. Some 2D
silicon photonic OPAs have been reported; however, they are limited to small arrays (8 × 8) [2,14,15]. A large array is important for
2334-2536/19/050557-06 Journal © 2019 Optical Society of America

many OPA applications because the number of resolvable spots in
the far field is approximately equal to the number of phase shifters
in the OPA. For example, automotive LiDAR requires hundreds
to thousands of resolvable spots in the horizontal direction.
2D OPAs are currently available in liquid crystal-on-silicon
(LCOS) spatial light modulators [16–18]. Liquid crystal is
birefringent, and its optical refractive index can be changed by
an electric field [19]. By integrating liquid crystals directly on
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) drivers,
2D-OPA with a very large number of pixels (8 million) has been
realized [20]. Initially developed for microdisplay and digital projectors, LCOS is also used for fiber-optic switches [6] and holographic optogenetics [9]. A main drawback of LCOS is its slow
response time (∼milliseconds) due to the viscoelasticity of the fluid
that slows down the reorientation of molecules [19]. This is far too
slow for LiDAR, FSOC, and fast optical switches.
Faster 2D OPA with microsecond response time can be realized with microelectro-mechanical-system (MEMS) actuation.
Typically, MEMS OPA comprises micromirrors on “piston” actuators that move vertically. The phase of the reflected wave experiences a 2π phase shift when the mirror is displaced by half a
wavelength [21]. 2D MEMS OPAs have been reported for UV
[22,23] and near-infrared wavelengths [24–27]. In addition to
fast response time, MEMS OPAs are capable of withstanding high
optical power and polarization-independent operation. The main
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challenge of piston mirrors is the large displacement (half wavelength) required to achieve a 2π phase shift, particularly at long
wavelength. The electrostatic pull-in effect limits the usable displacement to 1/3 of the gaps in parallel-plate actuators [28]. This
leads to high voltage operation and increased crosstalk among
adjacent pixels.
In this paper, we report on a large-scale 2D OPA with novel
MEMS-actuated grating phase shifters. By moving a grating
element laterally, the optical phase of the diffracted beam is shifted
in proportion to the displacement [29]. Unlike piston mirrors, this
phase shift is independent of wavelength, which enables broadband
applications without loss of efficiency. Previously, a 1D OPA with
24 phase shifters was reported [29]. Here, we extended the OPA to
large 2D arrays with 160 × 160 phase shifters, greatly reducing the
beam divergence and increasing the number of resolvable spots.
High fill factor, high optical efficiency, and large field-of-view were
achieved by stacking fine-pitched grating phase shifters on top of
MEMS actuators. A detailed comparison of our work and reported
OPAs is summarized in Table S1 of Supplement 1.
2. DESIGN OF GRATING-BASED MEMS PHASE
SHIFTERS
The proposed OPA is based on a novel phase shifter first reported
by Zhou et al. [29]. The phase shifter consists of a diffraction
grating with free-space input and output beams, as shown in
Fig. 1. The grating is physically movable along the grating-vector
direction in the plane of the array. The lateral motion ensures a
flat optical surface for any phase map, avoiding the shadowing
effect in piston mirrors. The diffraction angle is not affected by
the movement of the grating. However, the optical phase of the
first-diffraction-order beam is shifted in proportion to the displacement: Δϕ  2πΔx∕Λ, where Δx is the lateral displacement,
and Λ is the grating period [29]. A detailed derivation of the phase
shift is presented in Supplement 1. Note that this phase shift is
independent of wavelength, unlike piston mirrors or other commonly used phase shifters. The same phase map can be used for a
broad range of wavelengths, enabling control of multiple beams
with different wavelengths, although the angular position of the
diffracted pattern will change as the first-order-diffracted beam
direction is dependent on the wavelength of the input beam.
The OPA consists of a 2D array of individually addressablegrating phase shifters (Fig. 1). The grating lines of all phase shifters are initially aligned such that the whole array operates as a
single grating. To steer or synthesize complex output beams, each
grating element is individually displaced to achieve the desired
phase map.
To test the feasibility of this new OPA concept, we first fabricated fixed-grating arrays with predetermined offsets among the
grating elements. Figure 2(a) shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a grating array corresponding to a hologram of
the “Cal” logo. We have used an array with 320 × 320 grating
elements for both simulation and experimental verification.
The grating elements have a 10 μm pitch and a grating period
of 1 μm. Figure 2(b) shows the measured far-field pattern of
the first-order-diffraction beam. The Cal feature is faithfully reproduced with good agreement with the simulations in Fig. 2(c).
The optical contrast of the diffracted hologram, defined as the
ratio of the intensity distributed within the desired pattern versus
the overall intensity of the outgoing beam from the gratingelement array, is measured to be 87.7% [Fig. 2(b)]. The desired

Fig. 1. MEMS grating OPA working principle: (a) schematic of the
grating-based 2D OPA without actuation. All grating phase-shifting
elements are aligned to form a large continuous grating. Light is incident
at a shallow angle (65°). The grating profile is designed to maximize the
efficiency of the first-order-diffraction beam and minimize the reflection
beam. (b) To steer the optical beam, the grating elements are moved
individually to produce the desired phase map for the output beam.

phase shift of individual grating elements was determined by the
Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm. The classic Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm used here still renders intensity inhomogeneity of the
diffracted pattern. The modified Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm
[30,31] could improve the efficiency and homogeneity; however,
this is beyond the scope of this work. This experiment demonstrates the feasibility of using grating-phase shifters for OPAs.
To enable dynamically reconfigurable OPA, we integrate a
MEMS actuator with each phase shifter to move it along the grating
vector direction. Combdrive actuators are ideal for this purpose because they are capable of large displacement without suffering from
the pull-in effect [32]. We used a grating period of 955 nm so a
phase shift of 2π is realized with a displacement of 955 nm, well
within the range of our combdrive actuators. The resulting 2D OPA
is shown in Fig. 3. The gratings have been optimized for high diffraction efficiency from 1200 to 1700 nm [Supplement 1, Fig. S2].
The optical beam is incident at 65° from the surface normal, and the
output beam from the first-order diffraction is directed at 45°.
The key specifications of an OPA include its pitch, aperture size,
and the number of elements in the array. Ideally, the pitch should
be minimized to achieve a large FOV. At the same time, each pixel
must accommodate a MEMS actuator and mechanical spring for a
fully programmable OPA. The pitches of the OPA in this work are
19.1 and 20 μm in the X and Y axes, respectively. Considering the
45° output angle with respect to the grating normal direction, the
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Here λ  1550 nm is the operating wavelength, and Λx and Λy
are the effective pitches in the X and Y directions, respectively. The
OPA has 160 × 160 phase shifters, forming an optical aperture of
3.1 mm × 3.2 mm. The theoretical divergence angle is determined
by λ∕D, where D is the effective aperture size. The effective aperture size for the output beam is reduced to 2.2 mm × 3.2 mm due
to the angled incident and diffraction directions. This rectangular
aperture will produce an output beam with a theoretical divergence
angle of 0.040° × 0.027° when illuminated with a uniform intensity. To our knowledge, this is the largest chip-scale OPA device
with microsecond response time.
To increase the fill factor, the combdrive actuator is integrated
underneath the grating element, as shown in Fig. 3. The combdrive actuator in our design is bidirectional, with up to 1 μm displacement in either direction. The grating is attached to the
movable comb, which is tethered to the anchor point through
two folded springs. A phase shift of π is obtained with a
477.5 nm displacement. To increase the actuation force and
reduce the operating voltage, we use deep-UV lithography to pattern combs with 300 nm fingers and 300 nm spacings. This
increases the number of gaps in the combdrive (32) and the
actuation force (0.21 μN at 10.5 V). Similarly, we also use narrow
(300 nm) springs to lower the actuation voltage (10.5 V). Even
with this spring constant, we are able to achieve a high resonance
frequency of 55 kHz, thanks to the small mass of the grating pixel.
This is sufficient to achieve microsecond response time for the
optical phased array.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 2. (a) SEM of a static grating phase shifter array to generate the
“Cal” logo; (b) measured and (c) simulated far-field patterns of the firstorder diffraction beam.

The 2D MEMS OPA has been fabricated using an eight-mask surface-micromachining process with polysilicon as structural materials. The detailed fabrication process is shown in Supplement 1,
Fig. S3. The photograph of the OPA chip is shown in Fig. 4(a)
with a U.S. quarter coin in the background. Figure 4(b) shows
the confocal optical micrograph of the 5 mm × 5 mm chip obtained by Olympus LEXT OLS3000 3D laser confocal microscope. The optical aperture formed by 160 × 160 phase shifters
is 3.1 mm × 3.2 mm. The SEM of the fabricated OPA is shown

Fig. 3. MEMS grating OPA schematic: (a) top grating layer of the MEMS OPA; (b) bottom lateral combdrive structure; (c) integrated MEMS OPA
phase-shifting element with grating and MEMS actuator; and (d) 2D MEMS grating OPA composed of an array of identical active phase-shifting
elements.
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Fig. 4. Fabricated 2D MEMS grating OPA: (a) photograph of the OPA on a U.S. quarter coin; (b) confocal optical micrograph showing the optical
aperture; (c) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the OPA; (d) close-up view of a single MEMS grating element; (e) hidden combdrive actuator
underneath the grating. The grating is attached to the blue-shaded movable comb beams; and (f) cross-sectional SEM of an OPA element before HF
release.

in Fig. 4(c). The close-up view of a phase shifter in Fig. 4(d) clearly
shows the grating structure. Release holes are etched on the grating
to facilitate wet HF release of the MEMS structures. The combdrive actuator element is shown in Fig. 4(e). High fill factor
(84.7%) is achieved by hiding the combdrive actuator underneath
the grating. The maximum range of the combdrive is limited to
1 μm by a mechanical stopper to prevent electrical short circuit.
The electrical interconnect lines are routed underneath the
pixels to fit in the tight pitch of the OPA. The cross-sectional
SEM of a phase shifter [Fig. 4(f )] clearly shows the vertically
stacked structures with gratings on top of MEMS actuators
and the interconnect lines. A ground plane is inserted between the
actuator and the interconnect lines to eliminate electrical crosstalk. Only the fixed combs are biased. The movable combs are
grounded, along with the gratings and the mechanical springs.
The fabricated OPA chip is wirebonded to a printed circuit
board (PCB) for electrical and optical testing. To achieve π
phase shift, 10.5 V actuation voltage is applied to move the
OPA pixel by 0.5 μm in the lateral direction (Supplement 1,
Fig. S4). This low actuation voltage is amenable to integration
with CMOS electronic drivers. The frequency response of the
grating phase shifter is characterized by a Lyncée Tec digital
holographic microscope (Visualization 1). The resonance frequency is 55 kHz, corresponding to a rise time of 5.7 μs for a
π phase shift (Supplement 1, Figs. S5 and S6).
We have performed beamsteering experiments with various
phase maps using a laser source at 1550 nm wavelength. An optical setup (Supplement 1, Fig. S7a) was built to capture the

far-field patterns by a Xenics Bobcat-320 InGaAs IR camera.
Figures S7(b) and S7(c) of Supplement 1 show the measured beam
profile with 0.042° × 0.031° divergence angle. Figure 5(a)
shows the overlay of all the steered angles within the 6.6° × 4.4°
FOV. Due to the limited number of addressing pin-count (256
in our case), the total number of steerable spots in the far-field
is restricted to 9 × 17. Because every OPA element takes two pins,
the array is grouped into 8 × 16 subarrays, within which every
phase shifter is independently addressed. The corresponding phase
shifters in different subarrays are connected on chip to reduce the
pin count. Figure 5(b) shows the measured main-to-sidelobe suppression ratio (MSSR) of the steered lobe in the FOV over all the
angles. Figure 5(c) shows five different beam steering profiles in 3D
and waterfall styles (Visualization 2 and Visualization 3), pointing
at angles of (0°, 0°), (−2.47°, 0.83°), (2.47°, −0.83°), (−0.82°,
1.39°), and (0.82°, −1.39°). The MSSR of these steered beams
are 17.7, 14.0, 12.4, 10.8, and 14.8 dB, respectively. In this
measurement, uncoated silicon gratings are used in our OPA with
an optical efficiency of 16%. Metal coating can further increase
the diffraction efficiency (Supplement 1, Fig. S2).
Due to the pin-count limit, we can only access 9 × 17 angles in
the current OPA. The output beams are diffraction limited and
can fully support the theoretical number of resolvable spots of
160 × 160. To overcome the pin-count limit, the MEMS OPA
can be fabricated on a CMOS wafers to integrate the addressing
electronics, as demonstrated in commercial digital light processing (DLP) projectors [33] and micromirror arrays for wavefront
control [34]. Lower temperature MEMS materials such as
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Fig. 5. Beamsteering results: (a) overlay of steered beams within the FOV; (b) measured main-to-sidelobe suppression ratio (MSSR) of the steered
beam spots; and (c) waterfall images showing beam profiles at different angles.

low-stress metals [33,34] or polycrystalline silicon-germaniums
[35] are compatible with postprocessing of CMOS wafers.
According to Bragg’s law the beamsteering angle of the OPA
can be changed by adjusting the incident beam wavelength
(Visualization 4), the FOV of the OPA can be increased by reducing the pixel size. To test the optical performance, we have fabricated holographic images on phase grating elements with pitches
of 3, 5, 10, and 20 μm (Supplement 1, Fig. S10). Excellent image
qualities have been obtained for all pitches. The OPA with 3 μm
would have an FOV of 26.7° × 24.8° at 1260 nm wavelength.
The main challenge is the scaling of the mechanical springs.
Indeed, the spring constant is proportional to the cube of the ratio
between the spring length and the spring width. To compensate
for the reduction of spring length, the spring width needs to
shrink proportionally. The sidewall spacer process can produce
springs as narrow as a few tens of nm [36]. This process can
potentially produce OPAs with larger FOVs.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have designed and experimentally demonstrated a 2D MEMS
optical phased array with 25,600 phase shifters over an aperture of
3.1 mm × 3.2 mm. The field of view for the OPA is 6.6° × 4.4° at
1550 nm wavelength. A displacement of 0.5 μm is measured at
10.5 V, corresponding to a wavelength-independent phase shift
of π. Two-dimensional beamsteering and holographic beam
forming have been successfully demonstrated. The MEMS OPA

has a resonance frequency of 55 kHz which corresponds to a
response time of 5.7 μs.
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